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Abstract: Typical radial active magnetic bearings are structurally symmetric. For example, an eight-
pole bearing uses two opposing pairs to control one axis by winding the pair in series. The magnetic
force produced by an active magnetic bearing is quadratically proportional to coil currents and
inversely proportional to the square of the gap between the bearing and the journal. Bias linearization
is widely used to linearize the relationship of coil currents to the magnetic force. However, the
bias currents increase ohmic losses and require a larger than necessary capacity of power amplifiers
to supply the sum of bias and control currents. Unbiased control of symmetric bearings has the
critical issue of slew-rate limiting. Unbiased control of unsymmetrical bearings can eliminate the
need for bias currents while avoiding slew-rate singularity except in extreme cases. Although a
generalized inversion of the force–current relationship of unbiased unsymmetrical bearings has been
proposed previously, no experimental validation is reported. The main objective of this research is to
implement the unbiased control strategy and show that exactly the same linear control strategy for
eight-pole symmetric bearings can be applied to nine-pole unsymmetrical bearings on industry-scale
compressor test rigs. Two test rigs are built: one with eight-pole symmetric bearings and another
with nine-pole unsymmetrical bearings. Linear control algorithms are designed and applied. Both
control algorithms are linear and consist of lead filters and notch filters. The test results show that the
linear control design used for unsymmetrical bearings can achieve the same level of stability that the
symmetric bearings provide, satisfying the sensitivity criterion specified by ISO 14839-3.

Keywords: active magnetic bearings (AMBs); unsymmetric bearing; unbiased control

1. Introduction

Active magnetic bearings (AMBs) use magnetic forces to levitate the rotor without
mechanical contact, thereby enhancing system efficiency, increasing operating speed and
improving the reliability of the machine [1]. They are open-loop unstable, and require
feedback control using the position of the rotor to maintain the levitation.

The magnetic forces generated from coil currents of AMBs are quadratic to the coil
currents and inversely quadratic to the gap between the stator and the target. When
symmetric radial bearings are used, bias linearization is typically used to linearize the
force–current relationship so that linear control algorithms can be used. For example, an
eight-pole bearing uses two opposing pairs to control one axis by winding the pair in series.
The coil currents to the opposing pairs are either the sum or differential of the constant bias
current and control current [2,3]. However, bias currents increase ohmic losses and require
a larger than necessary capacity of the power amplifier for supplying coil currents.

In the literature, many attempts to either remove or reduce bias currents can be found.
Power-minimizing control algorithms that eliminate bias currents [4–6] involve some form
of switching. For example, Sivrioglu et al. [5] used a switching scheme to obtain a feedback-
linearized plant model and then designed a H∞ control. Mystkowski and Pawluszewicz [6]
also used a voltage-switching scheme, but reduced the complexity of the control by using
control Liapunov functions. However, these zero-bias control algorithms are affected
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by the singularity of the force slew rate if the force command becomes zero. Low-bias
algorithms [7–10] adjust bias currents according to adaptive or predetermined rules, but
may be subject to voltage saturation at a high force slew rate.

Several proposals of using structurally unsymmetrical bearings have been published
in such a way as to eliminate bias currents. For example, bearings with three poles [11–13]
can generate the forces in two orthogonal directions, although the forces are coupled. Even
though the force coupling makes the inversion difficult, a finite force slew rate can be
maintained except in the extreme cases where both force commands in two orthogonal axes
are zero at the same time. The main drawback of three-pole bearings is that the bearing
is adequate only for very small rotors, because the shaft carrying the rotor laminations
becomes increasingly small as the bearing size gets large.

Other unsymmetrical configurations are possible for large bearings, such as six-pole
bearings [14]. Meeker [15] proposed a general unbiased control strategy for various con-
figurations of unsymmetrical bearings, and suggested an example of nine-pole bearings.
However, none of the previous efforts provide the implementation of unbiased control and
validate the control algorithms on an industry-scale test rig. In this paper, we demonstrate
how the unbiased control algorithm can be implemented for a chiller compressor. A phase-
selection algorithm is introduced to alleviate the effect of noise in the force inversion. For a
fair evaluation of the unbiased control, another test rig with the symmetric bearings of the
same capacity is built. With these two test setups, it is possible to show how linear control
can be directly used for unbiased control if the gains are adjusted properly.

The content of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the force–current relationship
of unsymmetrical bearings in comparison with common symmetrical eight-pole bearings.
In Section 3, a design of a nine-pole unsymmetrical bearing is derived and compared with
other design alternatives. Section 4 contains how the control algorithm is constructed for
unsymmetrical bearings. Section 5 describes the two test rigs: one with symmetric bearings
and the other with unsymmetrical bearings. Section 6 shows the results and discusses the
main points of the paper. The last section concludes and summarizes the paper.

2. Force–Current Relationship
2.1. Radial Magnetic Bearing

Radial magnetic bearings support a rotor in radial directions using electromagnetic
forces. Figure 1 shows one type of radial magnetic bearing. There are a total of eight
poles, each of which carries a coil winding. Two adjacent poles are wired in series, so that
magnetic polarities of the poles alternate when a current is injected. This type of bearing is
commonly called a heteropolar horseshoe configuration [1]. Opposing pairs of horseshoes
produce bi-directional force in one degree of freedom. Thus, a total of four currents are
required to levitate the rotor.

The geometry of a radial bearing is defined by several variables. The outermost size of
the bearing stator is the stator radius, rs. The width of the stator back iron is determined by
the difference between rs and the inner radius rc. The radial pole length (rc − rp) is largely
determined by the required coil turns. The journal radius, rj, determines the rotor size at
the bearing location. In most cases, a stack of laminated sheets of electrical steel such as
silicon iron is used for the flux path. The stator is entirely made of laminations, while the
rotor carries a lamination ring on a shaft, which is necessary for structural rigidity and
assembly. To maintain a uniform magnetic path size, a typical bearing design assumes that

w = rj − rr . (1)

The nominal air gap is defined as

g0 = rp − rj . (2)
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Figure 1. Structure of a heteropolar radial magnetic bearing. For illustrative purposes, the horseshoe
configuration of an eight-pole bearing is shown.

2.2. Force vs. Coil Currents

Coil currents produce magnetic fields in the bearing, which in turn generate attractive
forces on the rotor. The relationship between coil currents and the resulting forces can
be obtained using magnetic circuit theory [16,17]. Assuming that the stator and rotor
laminations are made of highly permeable material, the reluctances of the stator and rotor
can be neglected. The magnetic field densities at each air gaps, b can be expressed as

Rb = Ni , (3)

where R and N are the reluctance and coil turn matrices, respectively. For the eight-
pole symmetric bearing shown in Figure 1, these matrices are given in (A1) and (A2) in
Appendix A. The coil current vector is

i = [ixp iyp ixn iyn]
T .

The attractive forces can then be written as

fx = bTAxb , (4)

fy = bTAyb , (5)
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where pole area matrices are defined as

Ax =
Ap

2µ0
diag(cos θi) , (6)

Ay =
Ap

2µ0
diag(sin θi) . (7)

Here, Ap is the cross-sectional area of poles and θi is the angle of the i-th pole. Combining (3)
with (6) and (7), we obtain

fm = iTMmi, m = x, y , (8)

where Mm = NTR−TAmRN. Equation (8) can be written in the form of scalar equations.
For example, the force in the x-direction is

fx =
µ0 ApN2 cos θp

4

[
i2xp

(g0 − x cos θp)2 −
i2xn

(g0 + x cos θp)2

]
, (9)

where θp is half of the angle between two adjacent poles.
The force–current relation of (8) is quadratic and not unique. To make this unique, a

bias current is introduced.
ixp
iyp
ixn
iyn

 =


1 0 1
0 1 1
−1 0 1

0 −1 1


ix

iy
Ib

 = Wic, (10)

where Ib is the fixed bias current. Assuming that the control currents, ix and iy, are smaller
than the bias current, Equation (8) can be linearized [2,3].

fm = −Ksm + Kiim, m = x, y , (11)

where Ki is the actuator gain and Ks is the open-loop stiffness, which is negative in sign.

2.3. Unsymmetrical Bearing

As stated above, a bias current is used to linearize the force–current relationship of a
symmetric eight-pole bearing. Due to the bias current, ohmic losses in the stator coils as
well as the capacity of the amplifier increase. Many attempts to reduce (or remove) the
bias current have been made (e.g., [8,9]) without much success due to the singularity in the
force slew rate at zero bias or excessive voltage requirement at low bias.

A different approach to eliminating the bias current is to use unsymmetrical bearings.
The most common unsymmetrical bearing is the bearing with three poles [11,13]. As stated
in the introduction, three-pole bearings are only applicable for very small rotors. If the pole
width becomes large to accommodate the required load capacity of a three-pole bearing,
the rotor radius, rr, becomes small as shown in (1). A small shaft lowers the bending mode
frequencies, decreasing the separation margin [18].

Variations in the three-pole structure for large bearings include six-pole [14] and nine-
pole bearings [15]. Figure 2 illustrates the winding pattern of the nine-pole bearing. Three
adjacent poles are wired in series, forming one phase. The winding direction is specified
with either + or −: + means the flux flowing into the journal and −means the flux flowing
in the opposite direction. The force–current relationship of this nine-pole bearing can
be expressed by (8) if the reluctance and coil turn matrices are defined accordingly. The
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reluctance matrix can be constructed very similarly to (A1). The coil turn matrix is defined
in (A3). Then, the bearing force is obtained from

fm =
[
iA iB iC

]
Mm

iA
iB
iC

, m = x, y . (12)

The force–current relation (12) is not one-to-one, and thus not invertible. Control
currents corresponding to control commands can be introduced such thatiA

iB
iC

 = W
[

ir
ii

]
(13)

If the mapping matrix satisfies

WTMxW =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
(14)

WTMyW =

[
0 1
1 0

]
, (15)

we can express the force–current relationship in complex form [13,15]:

fx + j fy = c(ir + jii)
2 , (16)

where the constant is defined as

c =
µ0N2 Ap

g0
.

The mapping matrix in (14) and (15) is not unique. Ref. [15] proposes an optimization
process where both the average flux level in the stator and the coil currents (thus ohmic
losses) are minimized. Through this optimization process, the mapping matrix for the
nine-pole bearing of Figure 2 is found to be [15]

W =

 1.026 0
−0.5131 −0.8887
−0.5131 0.8887

 (17)

for the case where the x-axis is aligned with the A-phase coil as shown in Figure 2. Note
that the column sums of the mapping matrix (17) are zero, which means that the phase
currents are balanced.
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Figure 2. Structure of an unsymmetrical radial bearing with nine poles. Three adjacent poles are
wired in series. A single three-phase drive can be used to power the bearing.

3. Unsymmetrical Bearing Design
3.1. Reference Symmetric Bearing

To conduct an objective comparison of unsymmetrical bearing designs, we select a
reference design of an eight-pole symmetric bearing. The bearing is used in a turbo-chiller
compressor. The load capacity is 1120 N. Table 1 lists the design parameters of the bearing.

Table 1. Design parameters of the eight-pole reference bearing.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Nominal gap g0 0.5 mm
Number of coil turns N 32
Journal radius rj 46.6 mm
Pole width w 16.6 mm
Rotor shaft radius rr 30 mm
Stator outer radius rs 77 mm
Stator mass mstator 4.5 kg
Actuator gain Ki 141 N/A
Open-loop stiffness Ks −1826 N/mm

3.2. Comparison of Unsymmetrical Designs

Several unsymmetrical design alternatives with a different number of poles are con-
sidered. The axial length of the bearing is fixed, as are the air gap and the journal diameter.
The size of the bearing is determined so that any parts of the bearing (journal ring, pole
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sections and stator back irons) do not reach saturation while producing the required load
capacity. The pole face area of the bearing, Ap, is related to the load capacity as

Fload = fload
B2

sat Ap

µ0
(18)

where the load factor, fload, is determined when obtaining the mapping matrix for unsym-
metrical bearings, since the optimization takes the flux density levels into account [15]. If
the axial length of the bearing is fixed, the pole width can be simply the pole face area
divided by the axial length. The stator back iron size is also determined from the optimiza-
tion process [15]. The minimum stator path thickness is the size below which the saturation
occurs in the stator. The ratio of the stator path thickness to the pole width is defined as

α =
rs − rc

w
(19)

Table 2 lists the design cases. The six-pole case has a horseshoe configuration; therefore, α
is equal to one. The nine-pole case has a winding configuration as shown in Figure 2.

The design results are also summarized in Table 2. Stator size, stator mass and rotor
size are all ratios with respect to the reference design of Table 1. The thee-pole case
has the largest stator size, which is 38% larger and about three times heavier than the
reference design. It is possible to decrease the stator size if full-fill winding is used instead
of the straight-fill method, although the winding would be much more difficult. More
problematic is the rotor size, which is only 19% of the reference design. The more slender
the shaft becomes, the lower the flexible mode frequencies. Since the mass of the journal
increases, the lowering of the mode frequencies would be more significant when the rotor
diameter shrinks.

The five-pole design results in a slightly smaller stator, which is advantageous. How-
ever, the shaft size is still too small (72% of the reference design). Also, a five-phase drive is
necessary, which is rather uncommon. Alternatively, two sets of the three-phase drive can
supply currents to the bearing. The six-pole design is a variation of the three-pole bearing
with horseshoe winding. The rotor shaft is still smaller than the reference design, but the
stator size is almost the same.

The nine-pole design shows that the stator is smaller than the reference design, while
the rotor size is essentially the same. Since three adjacent poles are wired in series, a
single three-phase drive can be used as a power amplifier for the bearing. This is a
significant advantage over the eight-pole symmetric bearing. If biased control is used,
at least eight power switches are necessary to drive a radial bearing even if a half-bridge
configuration is adopted. Since many commercial power modules come in three-phase
six-switch packages, there may be cases when some of the switches are not utilized if these
commercial power modules are used to drive the biased eight-pole bearing. Lowering
the power switch count not only save costs but also improve the reliability of the power
amplifier.

Table 2. Several design cases of unsymmetrical bearing (all entries are non-dimensional, and the
sizes are ratios to the reference design).

Pole Count fload (18) α (19) Stator Size Stator Mass Rotor Size

3 0.375 0.578 1.38 2.96 0.19
5 0.625 0.526 0.90 0.78 0.72
6 0.650 1.000 1.03 1.26 0.75
9 0.950 0.670 0.94 0.74 1.01
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4. Unbiased Control Design
4.1. Force Inversion

To construct a control for levitation, we need the inversion of the force–current rela-
tionship (16)

i∗r =
1√
2

√√
f 2
x + f 2

y + fx , (20)

i∗i =
sgn( fy)√

2

√√
f 2
x + f 2

y − fx , (21)

where sgn(·) takes either a plus or minus sign depending on the sign of the argument.
When inverting the force equation, it is important to maintain the phase so that large
changes in current commands can be prevented. This issue has been discussed in [12]
for a three-pole bearing. Here, the phase selection is described from a slightly different
perspective.

Assume that the force command is close to the negative real axis in the complex plane.
In other words, the force command can be expressed as

F1 = F0 e j(π−δ) ,

where the angle δ is positive and close to zero (refer to Figure 3a). If the force command
moves to the third quadrant, it can be written as

F2 = F0 e j(−π+δ)

so that the phase angle lies between −π and π. Then, the current commands are

I1 = I0 e j(π−δ)/2 ≈ jI0 ,

I2 = I0 e j(−π+δ)/2 ≈ −jI0 .

Therefore, a large jump in current command can be produced if the force command
crosses the negative real axis. This can be remedied by adding 2π when there is a jump.
Then,

∆I = |I2 − I1| = 2I0 sin
δ

2

Re

Im

Re

Im

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) If the force command is in the negative real axis, there can be a large jump in the current
command. (b) Since the phase is 2π periodic, the large jump can be prevented by adding 2π to
the phase.
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4.2. Displacement Compensation

The magnetic force is not only dependent on the coil currents but also affected by the
air gap between the pole tip and the journal of the bearing. For typical radial bearings,
the force is inversely proportional to the square of the air gaps, as shown in (9). If the
displacement of the rotor is small as compared to the air gap, the force equation can be
linearized with respect to the displacements. For unsymmetrical bearings, this linearization
is equivalent to the modification of current command such that [15]

ir = i∗r − (x/g0)i∗r − (y/g0)i∗i , (22)

ii = i∗i − (y/g0)i∗r + (x/g0)i∗i , (23)

where i∗r and i∗i are the current commands obtained from the force inversion (20). Figure 4
shows the block diagram of the unbiased control for active magnetic bearings. The blocks
enclosed by dotted lines contain nonlinearities of the system: force inversion rule and
displacement compensation. Once these nonlinearites are included in the plant, the input–
output relationship of the plant becomes linear because the forces generated by the bearing,
fx and fy, are linear to the control commands f ∗x and f ∗y . Therefore, it is possible to use
linear control algorithms such as lead–lag compensators.

SQRT
+

Disp. Comp.
Control

Mapping
+

Amplifier
Bearing

Rotor
+

Sensor

Figure 4. Block diagram of the unbiased control. The signals r, e and y are vectors containing both x
and y components.

4.3. Unbiased Control Design

Active magnetic bearings are open-loop unstable. The most common control algorithm
to stabilize the bearing is a proportional-derivative (PD) type. It is also called a lead filter
because the derivative action provides a positive phase. In this paper, we use a PID-type
controller that consists of a lead filter with complex poles [19] and an integrator, as shown
in (24).

CPID = KP
τ2

z s2 + 2ζzτzs + 1
τ2

p s2 + 2ζpτps + 1
+

KI
s

. (24)

The controller is added with notch filters to suppress the excitations of flexible modes of
the rotor. Depending on the number of flexible modes in the control bandwidth, N f , the
notch filter can be expressed as

CNF =

N f

∏
k=1

s2 + 2ζnz,kωn f ,ks + ω2
n f ,k

s2 + 2ζnp,kωn f ,ks + ω2
n f ,k

. (25)

The controller may also need a low-pass filter to reduce the effects of sensor noise in the
high frequencies. Thus, the bearing controller can be expressed as

C(s) = CPIDCNFCLPF . (26)
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When determining the proportional gain, KP in (24), we need to consider the static
gain of the error-to-force relationship. Referring to Figure 4 and (16), the static gain from
error to force is

f
e

∣∣∣∣
s=0,unbiased

=
µ0N2 Ap

g2
0

KP,unbiasedKamp , (27)

if the integrator is not considered. Here, Kamp is the dc gain of the amplifier. Figure 5
shows the block diagram of the bias-linearized bearing controller. Referring to (11), the
corresponding static gain is

f
e

∣∣∣∣
s=0,biased

= KP,biasedKampKi . (28)

Since the actuator gain of the eight-pole symmetric bearing is

Ki =
µ0N2 Ap Ib cos θp

g2
0

the proportional gain of the unbiased control should be comparable to the counterpart of
the bias-linearized control as

KP,unbiased = KP,biased Ib cos θp (29)

if the nine-pole bearing is equivalently sized. Note that (29) does not indicate how the
proportional gain of unbiased control is selected, but only shows the dc gain from error to
force signals.

Control Amplifier Bearing
Rotor
+

Sensor

Figure 5. Block diagram of the linear control for active magnetic bearings. All signals are scalar
quantities.

5. Experimental Setup

To implement and validate the logic of unbiased control, a test rig is set up. Nine-pole
radial bearings with a load capacity of 1120 N and a size equivalent to the reference bearing
of Table 1 are designed and constructed as shown in Figure 6a. The prototype compressor
shown in Figure 6b is equipped with two nine-pole radial bearings and one thrust bearing.

The controller is implemented using MATLAB Simulink-RT at a sampling time of
0.1 ms. Three servo amplifiers (B060A400AC, Advanced Motion Controls) are used to
generate the coil currents for each radial bearing. The prototype adopts position sensors
that are internally developed using flexible printed-circuit technology.
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(a) 9-pole bearing (b) Prototype Compressor

Figure 6. Nine-pole unsymmetrical bearing and prototype compressor equipped with two nine-pole
radial bearings.

For comparisons, another prototype compressor with eight-pole symmetric bearings
(biased compressor) is built. The capacity of the compressor is the same as the one with
nine-pole bearings (unbiased compressor). Thus, two compressors are identical in almost
all aspects. The main difference is that the compressor with eight-pole bearings uses
commercial position sensors (Bently Nevada 3300XL, Baker Hughes) while the unbiased
compressor is equipped with in-house sensors. Due to the changes in the sensors, the
rotor of the unbiased compressor is different from that of the biased compressor in terms
of sensor locations and sensor target size. These differences result in the shifts in flexible
mode frequencies.

6. Results and Discussion

Using sinesweep tests, it is possible to measure the plant transfer functions. Here, the
plant includes everything that the controller sees. The unbiased plant seen by the controller
is linear. Thus, the same sinesweep test procedure can be applied to both the biased and
unbiased compressor. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the measured plant transfer functions
for the motor-side bearing and impeller-side bearing, respectively. Each bode plot contains
the transfer functions in X and Y directions. As expected from a symmetric bearing, the
transfer functions in X and Y directions are very similar. The first and the second bending
mode frequencies are around 400 Hz and 770 Hz, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the plant transfer function of the motor-side bearing of the unbiased
compressor, while Figure 10 displays the impeller-side plant transfer function. The bending
frequencies are different from those of the biased compressor. It appears that the motor-side
bearing has the first bending at 890 Hz and the second at 1100 Hz. For the impeller-side
bearing, the bending frequencies are 490 Hz and 1400 Hz. As stated above, the disparities
in bending frequencies are due to the differences in the sensor locations and the sensor
target size.
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Figure 7. Biased compressor plant transfer functions (X and Y axis of motor-side bearing), which are
measured through sinesweep tests.
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Figure 8. Biased compressor plant transfer functions (X and Y axis of impeller-side bearing).
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Figure 9. Unbiased compressor plant transfer functions (motor-side bearing X and Y).
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Figure 10. Unbiased compressor plant transfer functions (impeller-side bearing X and Y).

Another feature that is different in the plant transfer functions of two compressors is
the gain at low frequencies. For symmetric bearings, it is expected that the plant transfer
functions in X and Y directions are almost identical, since the force–current relationships
should be the same in the two orthogonal directions. The nine-pole bearings used in the
unbiased compressor are unsymmetrical, and thus the force–current relationship in X and
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Y directions is different. Figure 11 shows the plant gains in low frequencies in absolute
scale. For the biased compressor, the plant gains in X and Y directions are very close. The
slight mismatch comes from the differences in the amplifier and sensor gains. The plant
gains of the unbiased compressor shows that the mismatch is much larger than the biased
case. Table 3 lists the plant gains at 10 Hz. The mismatch between X and Y directions of
the biased compressor is 3.5% for the motor bearing and 12.3% for the impeller bearing.
For the unbiased case, the mismatches are 21.0% for the motor bearing and 29.8% for the
impeller bearing. If the same dynamical characteristics are required in X and Y directions,
the gain disparity must be accounted for in the control design.
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Figure 11. Gains of plant transfer functions in the frequency range from 10 to 100 Hz.

Table 3. Biased and unbiased compressor plant gain at 10 Hz.

Compressor Bearing X (mm/V) Y (mm/V) Ratio

Biased
Motor 0.1395 0.1444 1.035

Impeller 0.1303 0.1464 1.123

Unbiased
Motor 0.1395 0.1102 0.790

Impeller 0.1433 0.1860 1.298

Based on the plant transfer functions, controllers are designed for the biased and the
unbiased bearings. Figure 12 and Figure 13 compare the bode plots of controllers for the
motor-side and impeller-side bearings, respectively. When drawing the bode plots, the
proportional gains of the unbiased control are adjusted according to (29) for the purpose of
comparison. Since the flexible mode frequencies of the biased compressor are different from
those of the unbiased machine, notch filters are applied at those corresponding frequencies.
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Figure 12. Bode plots of both biased and unbiased controller for motor bearing. Note that the
proportional gain of unbiased control is adjusted according to (29) so that it can be compared with
the biased control.
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Figure 13. Bode plots of both biased and unbiased controller for impeller bearing.

Applying the controller of Figures 12 and 13, we obtain ample stability from the
levitation control. Figures 14 and 15 show the output sensitivities of the unbiased control
(motor-side and impeller-side bearing, respectively), which were measured from sinesweep
tests. They are compared with those from the biased control for eight-pole bearings.
According to ISO 14839-3 [20], the peak of the sensitivity must be below 3 (9.5 dB) for
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continuous operation. Both biased and unbiased control maintain the sensitivity below 2,
which indicates that the bearings can operate at the increased gains.
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Figure 14. Comparison of output sensitivities of unbiased and biased control (motor bearing).
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Figure 15. Comparison of output sensitivities of unbiased and biased control (impeller bearing).

Figures 16 and 17 show the vibrations at the bearing locations while spinning the
rotor up to 10,000 rpm. In both cases, the peak vibrations are less than 0.02 mm. ISO
14839-2 [21] states that the vibration must be less than 30% of the allowable clearances,
which is 0.06 mm for the two test rigs. Therefore, the unbiased control scheme used in
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this paper limits the vibration as much as the biased counterpart, and also satisfies the
performance requirements.
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Figure 16. Displacements at the bearing locations while spinning up to 10,000 rpm (biased
8-pole system).
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Figure 17. Displacements at the bearing locations while spinning up to 10,000 rpm (unbiased
9-pole system).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an implementation of an unbiased control for a nine-pole radial active
magnetic bearing is presented. For a fair comparison, two industry-scale compressors are
built: one with conventional eight-pole symmetric bearings and another with nine-pole
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unsymmetrical bearings. If the force inversion is properly performed, the plant seen by the
controller is linear for the unbiased control. Therefore, a linear control algorithm can be
designed and used. The experimental results confirm that the linear control algorithm for
unbiased bearings satisfies both the stability and performance requirements in terms of the
sensitivity and vibration levels.

The comparison of power consumption and other performance issues will be a topic
of future research after developing proper metrics for comparison, such as load conditions
and the variations in applied voltages.
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Appendix A. Reluctance and Coil Turn Matrix for 8-Pole Bearing

For the eight-pole symmetric radial bearing with horseshoe windings (refer to Figure 1),
the reluctance matrix R is defined as

R =
1

µ0



g1 −g2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 g2 −g3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 g3 −g4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 g4 −g5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 g5 −g6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 g6 −g7 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 g7 −g8

g0 g0 g0 g0 g0 g0 g0 g0


(A1)

The gap at each pole is a function of rotor displacements

gi = g0 − x cos θi − y sin θi,

where θi is the angle of the i-th pole.
The coil turn matrix is defined as

N = N



2 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 0

0 2 0 0
0 −1 −1 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 −1 −1
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0


(A2)

where N is the number of coil turns per pole.
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Appendix B. Coil Turn Matrix for 9-Pole Bearing

For the nine-pole radial bearing with three adjacent poles wired in series (refer to
Figure 2), the coil turn matrix is defined as

N = N



2 0 0
−2 0 0

1 −1 0
0 2 0
0 −2 0
0 1 −1
0 0 2
0 0 −2
0 0 0


(A3)

where N is the number of coil turns per pole.
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